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HKS 3-M ON WITH HYBRID PATTERNING POSSIBILITIES 
AND HIGHEST SPEED



It is based on the new ON pattern drive 
and networking the machines via k.ey. The  
HKS 3-M ON thus offers the simple, fast 
pattern change of EL gears, while doing so 
at the speed of machines with N pattern 
drives. At the WTiN virtual trade show, the 
manufacturer launched the next step for this 
development in a wider working width. The 
new HKS 3-M ON 280" is even faster than its  
predecessor – up 15 % – and with a complete-
ly new multi-model concept, it offers maxi-
mum flexibility in patterning. With different 
models, customers can quickly and easily 
adapt the machine’s patterning possibilities 
to current market and budget requirements.

Next generation digitalisation
The new HKS 3-M ON with a completely new patterning concept and 
even greater output

At ITMA 2019, we successfully presented the HKS 3-M ON as one of 
the first machines linked to the digital world of KARL MAYER.  
The innovative model works with data loaded directly from KM.ON’s 
secure cloud rather than pattern disks. 

Three models, various patterning possi-
bilities
In future, KARL MAYER will have two busi-
ness models for creating new articles on the 
HKS 3-M ON, offering three different inter-
changeable options and thus maximum flex-
ibility
The first two variants – SwapKnit 36 and 
SwapKnit 36 Flat – are suitable for designs 
with repeats up to 36 stitch courses. Anyone 
who selects these machines can purchase 
lapping patterns from KARL MAYER’S 
SPARE PARTS WEBSHOP in just a few clicks, 
load them onto their machine and create new 
or old, tried-and-tested products.
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Variant three has been developed for pat-
tern repeats over 36 stitch courses. It uses 
web-based software k.innovation – CORE by 
KM.ON, which includes a lapping editor. The 
intelligent software solution derives the 
chain link notation for a new design and then 
creates the pattern files that are processed 
by the HKS 3-M ON.
A technical prerequisite for using all three 
variants is that the machine must be con-
nected to the KM.ON cloud via k.ey. To offer 
attractive economic opportunities, various 
business models are available. While cus-
tomers can buy single lappings or a whole 
catalogue of lapping patterns for SwapKnit, 
a licence can be obtained for k.innovation –
CORE. The licence regulates the period of use.
This means individual variants can be chosen 
completely flexibly. A change by article is 
possible, as is using one of the three options 
in the long term. This makes the HKS 3-M ON 
a hybrid all-rounder that combines the pat-
terning possibilities of typical N and EL pat-
tern drives in a single model. 

Fast and flexible pattern changes thanks 
to ON Drive
It only takes a few simple steps to purchase 
the lapping and then change the pattern 
on the HKS 3-M ON. KM.ON’s cloud plays 
a crucial role in this process. After placing 
the order via the SPARE PARTS WEBSHOP, 
the lapping data is released by the storage 
platform and displayed on the machine user 
interface (BO) of the machine, which is net-
worked with the cloud via k.ey. The lappings 
for the intended product are put together 
using the easy-to-use human-machine inter-
face. What’s more, further product data can 
be stored in the cloud via the BO, and the 
product can be loaded. Once saved, the arti-

cles with the stored data are available for 
retrieval at the machine at any time.

Enhanced performance thanks to extended  
widths
The HKS 3-M ON also offers greater flexi-
bility than ever before with a larger working 
width than its predecessor. An increase of  
up to 20" is possible. Now with a maximum of 
300", wider items can be produced or several 
narrow fabric lines can be produced beside 
one another with a higher variance in number 
and width. In addition, the expanded working 
width and a higher speed result in a signifi-
cant increase in productivity.

Simplified operation, shorter downtimes
In addition to higher performance, the latest 
generation of HKS 3-M ON in 280" is easier  
to operate compared with previous mod-
els. The newcomer stands out by offering 
improved handling, particularly when chang-
ing warp beams. A moveable ladder makes it 
easy to access the couplings and a side work 
platform provides additional support access. 
In addition, it is considerably easier to remove 
the guide bars thanks to a well thought-out 
solution.
These changes will also be rolled out for the 
HKS 3-M ON across further working widths 
and other machine types.
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The fastest way to the required lappings
SwapKnit is a new, fast and flexible way of 
purchasing lappings for the HKS 3-M ON and 
loading them directly onto the machine. It 
is therefore possible to change products in 
no time at all. To meet customers’ individu-
al needs, two variants are available: Swap-
Knit 36 for purchasing individual electronic 
lappings and SwapKnit 36 Flat for access-
ing KARL MAYER’s lapping database. Both 
options can be obtained via KARL MAYER’S 
SPARE PARTS WEBSHOP.

SwapKnit 36 for per-lapping purchases
For the SwapKnit 36, individual lappings are 
ordered for each ground guide bar – similar 
to the now-familiar principle of the pattern 
disk. The purchased lappings remain availa-
ble to the customer in the cloud and can be 
used successively on several machines. Pro-
curement is therefore possible in just a few 
clicks. The SPARE PARTS WEBSHOP is easy 
to navigate so customers arrive at their goal 
quickly. To get started, the machine number 
is required. Then enter the repeat length, 
position of the guide bars and the required 
lappings before placing the order. No deliv-
ery time, no packaging, transport or customs 
clearance costs and indeed no installation – 
this is what the future looks like!

SwapKnit 36 Flat for flat-rate purchases
SwapKnit 36 Flat offers additional flexibility 
with a flat rate. For a fixed rate, a selection 
of lappings are provided, which can be used 
on a machine selected for this variant over 
a certain period of time. The possible period 
of use is 1 month, 3 months or 12 months. 
SwapKnit 36 Flat can also be purchased  
easily and quickly via the SPARE PARTS 
WEBSHOP, thereby offering the same advan-
tages as SwapKnit 36.

k.innovation - CORE for longer patterns 
and easy collaboration opportunities
Using the k.innovation - CORE software solu-
tion, longer patterns can be created flexibly. 
The customer can simply use their log-in 
details to access the k.innovation – CORE 
from any web browser on an internet-ena-
bled device and immediately start creating 
patterns. They then select the machine, 
enter the lappings for the individual ground 
guide bars and subsequently create a pattern 
file in just a few clicks. With a further click, 
this pattern file is sent to the KM.ON cloud 
and then securely made available to the ON 
machine. All that remains is to select the file 
on the machine’s user interface and produc-
tion can get underway. 

What’s more, k.innovation – CORE helps to 
optimise the development process by open-
ing up collaboration opportunities. External, 
authorised parties can be added to individual 
“projects” to view, collaborate on and com-
municate about the designs. It is also possi-
ble to share files via the software and there-
fore cuts out the need to send documents 
reciprocally, which can often be a cumber-
some process.
As with SwapKnit 36 Flat, a licence for  
k.innovation – CORE can be purchased to 
cover a certain period of time: either 3 or 12 
months. During this period, the customer can 
use the software flexibly to create patterns.

Short time-to-market, high efficiency
The lappings ordered using both SwapKnit 
variants are available immediately, as are the 
pattern files created via k.innovation – CORE. 
They can be used for fast lapping changes, 
without posing any modification risks at the 
machine and with only minimal downtime. 
Customers can respond to market require-
ments within the shortest possible time and 
use their machines with maximum efficien-
cy. Using the acquired virtual pattern rack 
or a specially created collection of pattern 
files, customers can also save money by not  
having to store pattern disks.
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